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1.

Executive summary

Lobbying of elected officials and senior officers is an accepted and important part of democratic
representation and government decision-making. Lobbying is when people attempt to influence
government decision-makers or other government representatives to benefit their area of interest.
Lobbying is also an area of risk where conflicts of interest, bias and undue influence can arise. These
risks can be safeguarded against by using effective transparency and accountability measures for
lobbying activities. These measures also increase public confidence and trust in government and
public administration.
Lobbying is usually conducted in private, with little, if any, public accountability for meetings or
issues discussed. It can create perceptions of decisions being made to serve particular interests,
rather than the public interest.
A survey by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) shows a
consensus among lobbyists and legislators that lobbying transparency would help alleviate actual or
perceived problems of inappropriate influence by lobbyists.
The existing State Government Register of Lobbyists and accompanying Lobbying Code of Conduct
have been administered by the Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPAC) since 2009. In 2022, this
administrative responsibility will transfer to the Integrity Commission (‘the Commission’). Oversight
by an independent statutory authority will align Tasmania’s lobbying regulation with Victoria, New
South Wales, Queensland, and Western Australia.
This is an appropriate time to review how lobbying is managed in Tasmania and other jurisdictions
and to seek expert and community views on the best system for managing and recording lobbying
within Tasmania.
The Commission is now seeking public input on this important issue. This research report discusses in
some depth how codes of conduct are regulated in various jurisdictions. It is intended to inform the
public discussion and provide an opportunity for Tasmanians to engage with the issues associated
with lobbying and to submit their views on how it should be monitored into the future.
The Commission has also produced a short consultation paper that provides a briefer outline of the
issues and risks associated with lobbyists and lobbying within state government and their potential
impact on public decisions. It also provides some prompt questions to support public submissions on
the topic.
The Commission has invited submissions from anyone about their experiences of lobbying, anyone
who has been lobbied, who is or has been a lobbyist, or has been affected by decisions resulting from
lobbying. It also invites submission from anyone with specific expertise or interest in this area.
We expect that this diverse input will help strengthen this reform process and provide an
opportunity for Tasmania to establish a lobbyist system that is robust, efficient and transparent, and
that leads to increased public confidence in decision-making by our elected representatives and
public officials.
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2.

Role of the Integrity Commission in oversight of
lobbying
About the Integrity Commission in Tasmania

The Integrity Commission (the Commission) is an independent statutory authority established by the
Integrity Commission Act 2009 (Tas) (IC Act). The Commission’s objectives are to:


improve the standard of conduct, propriety and ethics in public authorities in
Tasmania



enhance public confidence that misconduct by public officers will be appropriately
investigated and dealt with, and



enhance the quality of, and commitment to, ethical conduct by adopting a strong,
educative, preventative and advisory role.

The role of the Integrity Commission in regulating codes of
conduct
The Commission has authority under Section 8(1)(e) of the IC Act to ‘establish and maintain codes of
conduct and registration systems to regulate contact between persons conducting lobbying activities
and certain public officers’.
The Commission’s functions as prescribed under IC Act include:


Section 8(1)(e): Establish and maintain codes of conduct and registration systems to
regulate contact between persons conducting lobbying activities and certain public
officers.



Section 30(a): The Chief Executive Officer is to monitor the operation of … any other
register relating to the conduct of Members of Parliament.



Section 30(c): The Chief Executive Officer is to review, develop and monitor the
operation of any codes of conduct and guidelines that apply to Members of
Parliament.

The function under section 8(1)(e) of IC Act, provides the Commission with the responsibility to both
‘establish’ and ‘maintain’ both ‘codes of conduct’ and ‘registration systems’ to regulate contact
between persons conducting lobbying activities and certain public officers. The provision uses the
plural; however, it is likely only one code of conduct and one registration system would be
appropriate for any one group of public officers.
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Consideration of definitions
The IC Act does not define the terms ‘lobbying activities’, ‘persons conducting lobbying activities’ or
‘certain public officers’. Definitions of these terms in other jurisdictions vary greatly and directly
impact the robustness and efficacy of any regulation system. The current Tasmanian Government
Lobbying Code of Conduct provides definitions for ‘lobbyist’ and ‘lobbying activities’; however, it
appears open to the Commission to consider these definitions as part of establishing a new
framework for regulating lobbying.
In particular, it is important to consider whether a lobbyist should include any individual or group
attempting to influence government decisions irrespective of whether they are a professional
lobbyist.
The Commission has power, pursuant to section 8(1)(e), to regulate private sector entities, namely
‘persons conducting lobbying activities’ as well as ‘certain public officers’. The IC Act does not include
enabling provisions as to how these functions are to be carried out, beyond establishing, maintaining
and monitoring (for members of parliament) lobbying.

Scope of this report
The provision to establish and maintain a code of conduct and registration system for lobbying is
consistent with the Commission’s function, and appears to give the Commission license to build a
code of conduct and registration system from the ground up.
The Commission may aim to examine the existing code of conduct and registration system in
Tasmania and seek to improve it, if appropriate, by taking the best features of lobbying codes of
conduct and registration systems from other jurisdictions (interstate and internationally) and
recommend their incorporation into a revised Tasmanian lobbying code of conduct and registration
system.
In doing so, the Commission should consider:


Who or what should be considered a lobbyist, and thus subject to regulation (and
who should be specifically exempted)?



Which lobbying activities should be subject to regulation?



Which public officers (otherwise known as ‘government representatives’) should be
subject to regulation?



What standards should apply both to lobbyists and public officers?



What obligations should be imposed on lobbyists and public officers?



The penalties or compliance measures (if any) that should be part of a regulation
system.

The scope of this paper only applies these considerations to state members of parliament.
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3.

Background to lobbying and regulation
What constitutes lobbying?

‘Lobbying’ is the attempt of individuals or groups, each with varying and specific interests, to
influence decisions taken at a political level.
Lobby groups or lobbyists may include or represent those with:


economic interests (such as businesses and corporations)



professional interests (such as associations, unions, or guilds), and



civil society interests (such as charities, sporting clubs, and environmental groups).1

Lobbying can take three forms:
1.

Private citizens: This involves private constituents who seek to influence their
political representative.

2.

In-house lobbying: This is the practice whereby a lobbyist is an employee of the
organisation engaged in lobbying.

3.

Lobbyists for third parties (consultant lobbyists): This may involve professional
lobbyists who perform a lobbying function for third parties, usually for a fee.

Potential benefits and harms of lobbying
Potential benefits of lobbying:


A useful tool for political participation2



contribution to society by making insightful contributions to policy-making. Lobbyists
can offer valuable expertise based on extensive skill and experience in specific area



provides a more balanced political dialogue by providing perspectives to public
officers who may not have comprehensive access to public service advice3

Potential harms of lobbying:


creates the opportunity for misuse of public powers for the advancement of private
interests



inhibits inclusiveness as audiences are granted based on financial or political
influence instead of potential merit



leads to lack of transparency



inhibits impartiality in decision-making. Lobbyists who have developed relationships
with decision-makers may secure favourable outcomes that may not be egalitarian in
nature



undermines public confidence in government institutions and those acting on behalf
of government4
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There is a degree of connection between the incidence of lobbying and the enterprises that have the
most to gain or lose from government decisions. There is a heightened risk of improper lobbying
where:


entities operate in areas that are heavily regulated and where a government licence
or authorisation is required to commence and operate a business



entities rely on government patronage (for example, defence contractors and firms
that specialise in building public infrastructure)



operations in a particular area are mainly conducted by large, well–resourced firms
that are better funded and organised than their customers or other affected parties



public officials exercise a high degree of discretionary power; for example, planning
and development applications



significant windfall gains or losses flow from a single decision; for example, rezoning
a parcel of land



a lobbying entity has made donations to a particular political party, and



there is a personal or other relationship between persons associated with an entity
pursuing a proposal and public officials in a position to influence the outcome.5

Regulation of lobbying
There are three main purposes of regulating lobbying:
1.

to prevent improper behaviour by lobbyists and public officers

2.

to enhance fairness and transparency in government policy and decision-making, and

3.

to improve the quality of government decisions by ensuring that decisions are made
according to merit, rather than skewed towards narrow sectional interests.6

Lobbying may lead to misconduct if it sways public officials to decide issues for reasons other than
merit, or it leads to the dishonest or partial exercise of public officials’ functions, in breach of public
trust.7 Lobbying also creates a risk of ‘regulatory capture’ whereby governments grant preferential
access to certain groups who are better resourced and able to hire well-connected lobbyists to
advance their own agenda.
Effective regulation of lobbying attracts community support as it is perceived that an increase in
influence wielded by lobbyists directly undermines the ability of other governed parties such as
consumers and taxpayers to affect change.8 The rationale claims ‘the universal pursuit of political
advantage leads to … perverse results … all of which are designed to redistribute rents from
unorganised groups (consumers and taxpayers) to organised interests’.9 Not only does lobbying
appear to unfairly distribute political power, but it also appears that how power is exercised may
conflict with the public interest. The negative perception of lobbying is reinforced by lobbying
scandals that regularly occur in Australia and throughout the world. Such scandals provide a strong
democratic incentive for lawmakers to introduce legislation to regulate the activity of lobbying. 10
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The regulation of lobbying, however, should recognise that:
free and open access to the institutions of government is a vital element of our democracy.
Lobbying is undertaken by many people in the community in relation to a broad range of
matters. In effect, lobbying can be any communication by a member of the community
seeking to express their views or interests to a government representative on a matter that
is subject to a decision of Government.11
Arguments against over-regulation of lobbying include:


It may be viewed as a barrier to participation in the policy and decision-making
process. It may create a perception that the only way to legitimately contact public
officers is through registered lobbyists.



Transparency may interfere with confidentiality. Confidential negotiations are
sometimes necessary to formulate good policy, particularly concerning sensitive
issues such as defence and national security.



There are costs associated with establishing, monitoring and enforcing compliance.

A system of regulating lobbying should aim to achieve its purposes without being so stringent,
complex, or restrictive that it inhibits community access to public officers or prevents the
development of good and meritorious policy and decision-making. It should also not impose a
disproportionate or unrealistic administrative burden on those participating.
Ultimately the broad goal is to ensure the public can make itself aware of which lobbyists are
lobbying which public officials, and about what issues.12

Registers and codes
Central to lobbying regulation is the idea that lobbyists must register with the state, usually through
an independent regulator, before they can engage with elected representatives and public officers.
The creation of a register of lobbyists in and of itself promotes transparency.13
All such registers collect and publish certain information about the lobbyist. This information typically
identifies: who they are, who or what they are lobbying for, the subject of the lobbying activity, and
which method of communication is being employed by the lobbyists. Registers are generally made
publicly available and searchable, mostly on the internet.14
The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) recommends three core
disclosure requirements necessary for the information contained in a lobbyist’s register to be
meaningful. The information must enable viewers to identify the:


interests represented (for example, the ‘client’)



object of the lobbying activity, and



government institution(s) or officials being lobbied.15
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In addition to systems of registration, it is common that codes of conduct for lobbying are
established. The purpose of a lobbying code of conduct is to provide standards of conduct for both
lobbyists and public officers, and to detail positive duties that these parties must perform.
The efficacy of any system of regulating lobbying relies significantly on:


the definition of ‘lobbying’



what persons or entities are to be described as ‘lobbyists’, including whether private
citizens, in-house lobbyists and third-party (consultant) lobbyists are to be included,
and



who are the ‘lobbied’? That is, which public officers are to be the subject of lobbying
regulation?

Main issues for consideration when establishing a lobbying
regulation system
The definition of lobbyists can be narrow or broad. At one end, its scope may be restricted to thirdparty lobbyists (those employed to carry out lobbying on another’s behalf). At the other end it could
extend to all those engaged in lobbying activity (including individuals on their own behalf).16 The
effectiveness of any lobbying regulation will directly be influenced by whom it applies to.
Similarly, the definition of the lobbied can be narrow or broad. It could be restricted to senior
parliamentary decision-makers (such as ministers) or it could extend to all public officers as defined
under the IC Act, including MPs who are not part of the government, and employees of state service
agencies and entities.
In terms of a register, the extent of disclosure of contact requirements by both lobbyists and the
lobbied is important. A register may be relatively simple, containing information about the lobbyist
and their clients, while a more detailed register may require lobbyists and/or public officers to
disclose detailed information about each lobbying contact including who they met, the subject
matter, which legislation or policy the lobbying related to, and what was hoped to achieve with the
meeting.17 Separately, the lobbied may also be required to disclose contacts by lobbyists through the
publication of diaries or meeting notes.
Other issues include:


whether lobbying should be the subject of specific statutory law or be governed by
executive schemes based on aspirational codes of conduct



the extent to which former public officers should be prohibited from engaging in
lobbying activities after they have ceased employment or elected representation



prohibition on corruption risks such as payment of ‘success fees’ to lobbyists



consequences and sanctions for both lobbyists and the lobbied in respect of noncompliance with a lobbying regulation system, and



the standards of conduct for lobbyists and the lobbied.
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4.

The Tasmanian context
Existing system of lobbying regulation

In Tasmania, there is no specific legislation regulating lobbying other than the provisions of the
IC Act.
Tasmania’s lobbying regulation system was introduced on 15 August 2009 as one of 10 government
initiatives that were aimed at restoring trust in the state’s democratic institutions.18
The system is based on an administrative model (that is, not prescribed in law), and includes a
Register of Lobbyists and a Lobbying Code of Conduct. The system is currently facilitated and
monitored by the Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPAC).
The Tasmanian system uses the term ‘government representative’ to define those public officers
who should be subject to lobbying regulation.
The current system:


defines a lobbyist as ‘any person, company or organisation who conducts lobbying
activities on behalf of a third-party client or whose employees conduct lobbying
activities on behalf of a third-party client’



excludes from the regulatory system an extensive list of entities including:








charities
non-profit associations
professional associations, guilds, trade or union bodies
individuals making representations on behalf of relatives and friends
members of trade delegations
professionals registered under an Australian Government scheme such as tax
agents, customs brokers, company auditors and liquidators, and
members of professions such as doctors, lawyers or accountants unless such
professionals are significantly and regularly engaging in lobbying activities.



defines lobbying activities as ‘communications with a Government representative in
an effort to influence Government decision-making, including the making or
amendment of legislation, the development or amendment of a Government policy
or program, the awarding of a Government contract or grant, or the allocation of
funding’ but excludes certain communications such as communications with a
minister in their capacity as a local MP about non-ministerial responsibilities



defines ‘government representatives’ as ‘a Minister, a Parliamentary Secretary, a
Member of Parliament of the political party (or parties) that constitute the Executive
Government of the day, a person employed as a Ministerial adviser, or a Head of
Agency appointed under the State Service Act 2000’. The definition excludes local
government, employees of state service agencies who are not the head of an agency
and opposition MPs
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puts an onus on the government representatives to not be party to lobbying
activities by anyone who is not on the Lobbyist Register or has not complied with the
Lobbying Code of Conduct, and to report any breach of the Code of the Conduct to
the DPAC Secretary. There is no restriction or penalty for a non-registered lobbyist
attempting communications with a government representative



provides that the Code of Conduct creates the lobbyist register. The code prescribes
the information to be contained in the Register. Accordingly, the Register contains
basic information of the registered lobbyist, namely: business registration details;
names and positions of persons employed, contracted or engaged; names of clients;
and contact details. A second layer of information contains the details of persons
employed and clients. The register does not appear to include the lobbyist’s contact
details such as address, telephone number, email or web address (as required by the
Code of Conduct)



provides that upon application to be registered as a lobbyist, an individual must
provide a statutory declaration that they have never been sentenced to a term of
imprisonment of 24 months or more, or found guilty of a crime involving dishonesty
or any crime as defined by section 1 of the Criminal Code Act 1924. This requirement
does not appear to extend to employees of lobbyists



provides that lobbyists are required to update their details as soon as practicable
(and no more than 10 days) after a change occurs, and provide confirmation that
details are up to date, including an updated statutory declaration about criminal
matters for all employees, within 10 business days of 30 June each year. The
registration will lapse if the required information is not provided in time



means that ministers and parliamentary secretaries who retire from office are
prohibited from engaging in lobbying activities for 12 months after they cease to hold
office. This provision appears to only apply to ‘retiring Ministers’ as opposed to those
that may lose their seat. Heads of state service agencies are prohibited from
engaging in lobbying activities for a period of 12 months after they cease their
employment



has a code of conduct that establishes a set of principles by which lobbyists and
government representatives must abide, such as not engaging in corrupt, dishonest
or illegal conduct or make false, misleading or exaggerated claims, and



allows for the DPAC Secretary to remove a lobbyist from the Register if: the lobbyist
contravenes the Code of Conduct; the lobbyist’s registration details are inaccurate; or
a lobbyist fails to answer questions relating to allegations of a breach of the Code of
Conduct. The Secretary is to provide a lobbyist a right to be heard as to why they
should not be removed from the Register.

DPAC takes a proactive approach to the administration of the Register and enforcement of the Code
of Conduct. This includes an annual audit of registrations, contacting lobbyists, reminding them of
their responsibility to update details and to provide statutory declarations in respect of criminal
history.
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DPAC also conducts due diligence on the information disclosed on the Register. For example, by
checking the authenticity of new clients of registered third-party lobbyists. DPAC has not had to
prevent a former government representative from being registered as a lobbyist within the
12-month cooling-off period. DPAC also has not had to remove a lobbyist for breaches of the existing
Lobbying Code of Conduct. On occasion, parties will lodge a Right to Information request seeking to
identify information disclosed to DPAC relating to the Register.
In 2021 the number of entities contained in the lobbying register was 62.

Criticisms of current Australian lobbying regulation systems
The Journal of Public Affairs evaluates the effectiveness of lobbying regulations internationally by
giving a score out of 100 points against 48 questions.19 The Australian Government Register of
Lobbyists scored 33 points, which is one of the lowest scores attained by any lobbying regime
(beating only the European Parliament and Germany, which each employed registers that were
merely voluntary at the time).
The OECD has developed Principles for Transparency in Lobbying, divided into three sections:
1.

building an effective and fair framework for openness and access

2.

enhancing transparency, and

3.

mechanisms for effective implementation, compliance and review.20

Australia’s systems have been assessed as satisfying very few of these principles.21
The most significant criticisms of the regulation of lobbying in Australia are that the regulatory
systems:


only include lobbyists who act for third-party clients in their registration systems,
therefore excluding lobbyists working as employees for corporations or other
in-house lobbyists



exclude non-profit entities constituted to represent the interests of their members



do not provide for adequate disclosure of the subject matter, purpose, timing, and
parties involved in lobbying communications, and



have non-existent or weak enforcement mechanisms.

A brief comparative analysis of the Australian jurisdictions, including the Commonwealth, is set out
below.
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TAS

VIC

NSW

QLD

SA

WA

Administrative
Victorian Government
Professional Lobbyist
Code
**IBAC Operation
Sandon – relates to
public officers
obtaining corrupt
benefits or being
unduly influenced by
individuals lobbying
on behalf of vested
interests.
Dr Ng gave evidence as
a special witness in
public hearings.
Summary here.

Law
Lobbying of
Government Officials
Act 2011 No 5 (LOGO
Act)
Electoral and Lobbying
Legislation
Amendment (Electoral
Commission) Act 2014
(NSW)
**ICAC Op Eclipse
report key finding 1 –
New legislation, or
significant reform of
the LOGO Act, is
required to safeguard
the public interest
against the inherent
lobbying risks of
corruption and undue
influence.
Also expand LOGO Act
to cover Local
Government (see
ICAC’s Operation
Dasha).

Law
Integrity Act 2009
(QLD)
- lobbyists who act on
behalf of a third-party
client must register
before they contact a
state or local govt rep
for the purpose of
lobbying activities.

Law
Lobbyists Act 2015 (SA)
and
Independent
Commissioner Against
Corruption Act 2012
(SA) – Section 5 –
Corruption,
misconduct and
maladministration
Section 5(1)(ba) an
offence against the
Lobbyists Act 2015, or
an attempt to commit
such an offence.

Law
Integrity (Lobbyists)
Act 2016.


Guidelines in
operation from Jan
2006; Code and
Register from Oct
2008; changes made
in 2014


Mar 2010; Code
included by reference
in the Integrity Act
2009


Yes – Dec 2009


Yes – Mar 2007

Commonwealth

LOBBYING REGIME
Administrative other
than Integrity
Commission Act 2009
Tasmanian
Government Lobbying
Code of Conduct
[DPAC] applies in
conjunction with the
Tasmanian
Government Members
Handbook.

Law and
Administrative
Law in respect of
foreign influence
Foreign influence
Transparency Scheme
Act 2018;
Administrative in
respect of other
lobbying
Lobbying Code of
Conduct
Australian
Government Register
of Lobbyists (Register).

CODE OF CONDUCT

Aug 2009


Aug 2009


May 2008
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TAS

VIC

NSW

QLD

SA

WA

Commonwealth

ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONSIBILITY
DPAC (Secretary)

Public Sector
Standards
Commissioner

NSW Electoral
Commission
Officer of the Electoral
Commission to be
independent regulator
of lobbying

Queensland Integrity
Commissioner

DPAC

Chief Executive, Dept.
of Premier and
Cabinet

Attorney General’s
Department
(Secretary)

Third-party lobbyists
and government
affairs directors that
have held specified
positions.

Third-party (register),
Third Party and other
lobbyists (Code of
Conduct) – broadly
defined.

Third Party

Third Party

Third Party

Lobbyists for foreign
principals (legislative)/
Third-party
(administrative)

Charity/religious –
deductible gift
recipients; non-profit
associations;
professional
associations/trade
unions; individuals on
behalf of family or
friends; trade
delegations; persons
registered under an
Australian government
scheme that regulates
activities of the
profession; members
of professions (for
example, doctors,
lawyers or
accountants);
representatives of
other Governments, or
Government agencies.

Members of a
profession (for
example, lawyer,
doctor, accountant)
and is incidental to
the provision of
professional services.

Non-profit entities;
entities constituted to
the represent the
interests of its
members; members
of trade delegations;
entities carrying out
incidental lobbying
activities; entity
carrying our lobbying
activities for their own
interests.

Persons holding office
as public official; legal
practitioner;
accountant or
financial advisers;
professional
organisations and
their employees;
charitable
organisations.

Non-profit
organisations;
organisations
constituted to
represent the
interests of their
members and their
employees or
contractors; technical
or professional
businesses (for
example, engineering,
town planning);
persons who only
undertake lobbying
activities for their
employer or related
body corporate; trade
delegations.

Charity/religious –
deductible gift
recipients; non-profit
associations or
organisations
constituted to
represent the
interests of their
members; individuals
on behalf of family or
friends; trade
delegations; persons
registered under an
Australian
government scheme
that regulates
activities of the
profession; members
of professions (for
example, doctors,
lawyers or
accountants).

LOBBYISTS COVERED
Third Party

LOBBYISTS EXCLUDED
Charity/religious –
deductible gift
recipients; non-profit
associations;
professional
associations/trade
unions; individuals on
behalf of family or
friends; trade
delegations; persons
registered under an
Australian
government scheme
that regulates
activities of the
profession; members
of professions (for
example, doctors,
lawyers or
accountants)
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TAS

VIC

NSW

QLD

SA

WA

Commonwealth

Minister,
Parliamentary
Secretary; staff
member of a NSW
Minister or
Parliamentary
Secretary; Heads of
Public Service
Agencies; persons
employed or
contracted in the
public service;
members of a
statutory body
(specifically excludes
local government
officials).

Premier or Minister,
Assistant Minister; a
councillor; public
sector officer;
ministerial staff
assistant; ministerial
staff; Leader of the
Opposition; Deputy
Leader of the
Opposition, a staff
member in the Office
of the Leader of the
Opposition.

Minister,
Parliamentary
Secretary; Ministerial
staff; all Members of
Parliament and their
staff; public sector
employees or
contractors; members
of a government
board.

Minister,
Parliamentary
Secretary; Ministerial
staff; staff employed
or contracted by a
public sector agency.

Minister;
Parliamentary
Secretaries;
Ministerial staff,
Agency heads; APS
staff and contractors,
ADF members.

Name and business
contact details;
individuals employed
or contracted by the
lobbyist; managers,
those with financial
interests with the
lobbyist; clients; name
of foreign principal
clients and the foreign
country they are from.

Business registration
details; employees or
contractors names
and roles; the date a
person became a
former Senior
government
representative or
former Opposition
representative; names
of current client and
names of clients
during the preceding
12 months; monthly
reports of lobbying
contacts for the
preceding month.

Business registration
details; names and
positions of persons
who own, employed
or contracted; names
of current clients and
names of clients
during the preceding 3
months; subject
matter of the lobbying
engaged in (may apply
for exemptions);
name of each public
official who was
lobbied by the
registered person.

Business registration
details; names and
positions of persons
who own, are
employed or
contracted; names of
clients.

Includes individual
names of lobbyists;
which businesses the
individuals work for;
whether they are a
former government
representative; list of
clients; and
deregistered
organisations.

THE LOBBIED (GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVES) COVERED
Minister;
Parliamentary
Secretaries; Members
of Parliament
(Executive
Government only);
Ministerial advisers;
Heads of Agency.

Minister; Cabinet
Secretary;
Parliamentary
Secretary; Ministerial
officers employed,
seconded or
contracted; public
sector employees/
contractors.

INFORMATION INCLUDED IN THE REGISTER
Business registration
details; names and
positions of persons
employed and
contracted; names of
clients; contact details
of lobbyists.

Business registration
details; names and
positions of persons
employed or
contracted; names of
current clients and
names of clients
during the preceding
12 months;
description if a
lobbyist was a
director/assistant
secretary of a political
party, is a former
Minister or
Parliamentary
Secretary, or has been
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TAS

VIC

NSW

QLD

SA

WA

Commonwealth

Within 10 business
days of a change;
annual confirmation
of details and
provision of statutory
declarations.

Within 10 business
days of a change;
annual confirmation
of details and
provision of statutory
declarations.

As soon as practicable
in respect of criminal
convictions or
removal from a
register in another
jurisdiction. Quarterly
confirmation details
are up to date.

Within 10 business
days of a change;
twice yearly (31 Jan
and 30 June)
confirmation of
details; annual
provision of statutory
declarations.


Ministers for a period
of 2 years;
Parliamentary
Secretaries,
ministerial staff and
departmental
executives for a
period of 12 months.


A member of either
House of Parliament;
Commonwealth
Senators and House of
Representative
members; senior
public sector
executive for period of
1 year.


Ministers and
Parliamentary
Secretaries for a period
of 18 months;
Members of staff for
Ministers and
Parliamentary
Secretaries at an
adviser level or above;
members of the
Australian Defence
Force at Colonel level
or above (or
equivalent); Agency
Heads; Senior
Executives – for 12
months.

INFORMATION INCLUDED IN THE REGISTER continued
a Chief of Staff, Senior
Adviser or Adviser in
the private office of a
Commonwealth or
State Minister, or
Parliamentary
Secretary.

REQUIREMENT TO UPDATE DETAILS ON THE REGISTER
Within 10 business
days of a change;
annual confirmation
of details and
provision of statutory
declarations.

Within 10 business
days of a change;
annual confirmation
of details and
provision of statutory
declarations.

Within 10 business
days of a change;
confirmation 3 times a
year (31 Jan, 31 Mar
and 30 Sept)
confirmation details
are up to date.

PROHIBITION ON OFFICIALS BECOMING LOBBYISTS (REVOLVING DOOR BANS)

12 months for
Ministers and
Parliamentary
Secretaries – 12
months from ceasing
to hold or retiring
from office; Heads of
Agencies 12 months
after ceasing
employment.


18 months for
Ministers and Cabinet
Secretaries, 12
months for
Parliamentary
Secretaries, senior
public service
executives, and
ministerial staff.


18 months for
Ministers and
Parliamentary
Secretaries.


Premier, Minister,
Assistant Minister,
councillor, public
service officer who was
a chief executive,
senior executive or
senior executive
equivalent, ministerial
staff member, assistant
staff member, Leader
of the Opposition,
Deputy Leader of the
Opposition and staff
member in the Office
of the Opposition, for a
period of 2 years.
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TAS

VIC

NSW

QLD

SA

WA

Commonwealth


Quarterly publication
of extracts from
diaries detailing who
met, lobbyists
present, name of the
lobbyists client and
purpose of the
meeting.


Monthly publishing of
ministerial diaries,
providing information
on the name of the
organisation and
purpose of the
meeting.22
Lobbyists required to
report the register
website details of
every lobbying contact
including the date,
client, title and/or
name of government
and opposition
representative and
purpose of the
contact.

/
Ministers not required
to publish diaries.
Lobbyists to lodge an
annual return stating
the name of the public
official who was
lobbied by the
registered person and
the subject matter of
the lobbying engaged
in (although a
lobbyists may apply to
the Chief Executive to
have information
exempt form
disclosure.





Prohibition on
lobbyists receiving
success fees.

Prohibition on
lobbyists receiving
success fees – max.
penalty 200 penalty
units.

Prohibition on
receiving or giving a
success fee. Max
penalty $150,000 for a
body corporate or
$30,000 or
imprisonment for 2
years.

PUBLICATION OF MINISTERIAL DIARIES/ REPORTING OF CONTACTS




PAYMENT OF SUCCESS FEES
No prohibition on
giving or receiving
success fees.

Prohibition on
lobbyists receiving
success fees –
sanction is removal
from the register.

Prohibition on
lobbyists receiving
success fees.

No prohibition on
giving or receiving
success fees.
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TAS

VIC

NSW

QLD

SA

WA

Commonwealth

Chief Executive, DPAC
may impose a fine of
$150,000 for body
corporate or, in the
case of a natural
person, fine of
$30,000 or
imprisonment for two
years for unregistered
lobbying. Chief
Executive may cancel
registration (may be
cancelled for two
years). Max penalty of
$5000 if fail to notify
of a new lobbying
agreement or changes
to details.

Fine of $10000 for
unregistered lobbying;
Public Sector
Commissioner may
impose conditions on,
suspend or
cancel/remove a
lobbyist from the
register.

Secretary of the
Attorney-General’s
Department, DPAC
may remove a
lobbyists from the
register if code is
contravened,
registration details are
inaccurate, fails to
answer questions in a
reasonable time, or
registration details
have not been
confirmed.

ENFORCEMENT/COMPLIANCE/ SANCTIONS IMPOSED
Secretary, DPAC may
remove a lobbyists
from the Register if
code is contravened,
registration details are
inaccurate, fails to
answer questions in a
reasonable time, or
registration details
have not been
confirmed.

Public Sector
Standards
Commissioner may
remove from the
register if the Code is
contravened; conduct
is inconsistent with
general standards of
ethical conduct;
registration details are
inaccurate or haven’t
been confirmed; or
there are other
reasonable grounds
for doing so.

The Electoral
Commission has
coercive power to
compel documents;
can cancel or suspend
registration;
maintenance of a
Lobbyist Watch List.

Integrity
Commissioner has
power to cancel
registration or give a
warning or
suspension.
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5.

Features of note in overseas jurisdictions
United States of America


Lobbying Disclosure Act 1995 applies.



Both in-house and consultant lobbyists may be required to register.



In-house lobbyists may only be required to register once whereas consultant
lobbyists have to file a separate registration for each client.23



The requirement to register is subject to three tests:
1. A lobbyist expects to make or does make more than one lobbying contact on
behalf of a client (subject to numerous exemptions, including ‘a request for a
meeting, a request for the status of an action, or any other similar administrative
request, if the request does not include an attempt to influence a covered
executive branch official or a covered legislative branch official’).24
2. The lobbyist must have used 20% of his or her time working for the client
conducting the lobbying activity. The percentage spent on lobbying is calculated
on the total time spent working for the client; for a full-time, in-house lobbyist
who works a 40-hour week, this would work out to be 8 hours a week. For a
consultant lobbyist who billed a client for 200 hours, this threshold would be met
if 40 hours of this work was spent on lobbying activity.25
3. For a consultant lobbying firm, the total income from a client is expected to
exceed $3000 during a quarterly period and for an in-house organisation, the
total expenses for lobbying activities exceed or are expected to exceed $14,000
during a quarterly period.26



The Act requires public disclosure of the income of consultant lobbyists and
expenditure of self-represented lobbyists. This can assist in showing the extent to
which money can influence political decision-making.27



All states in the USA have established lobbying registration systems that generally:







define what lobbying is and who is a lobbyist. The definition of lobbyist
typically revolves around lobbying on behalf of another for compensation.
Several states stipulate compensation thresholds so that an individual is
required to register only after receiving a certain amount of compensation28
require lobbyists or the interests that hire them to periodically disclose their
expenditures and earnings
regulate the revolving door between government and the private sector by
establishing a cooling-off period during which ex-government officials are
prohibited from lobbying the government they once served, and
define a range of permissible lobbying activities, such as providing gifts or
meals.29

Canada


Lobbying Act 1985 applies.



There is a dedicated ‘Office of the Commissioner of Lobbying of Canada’.
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Both consultant lobbyists and in-house lobbyists are required to register. Consultant
lobbyists are required to register on an individual basis; that is, the individual as
opposed to the firm in which the individual is employed, whereas the employer of
in-house lobbyists is required to register, instead of the lobbyists who are in their
employ.30



In-house registration requirements arise when a:

… corporation or organisation employs one or more individuals any part of whose duties is
to communicate with public office holders on behalf of the employer or, if the employer is a
corporation, on behalf of any subsidiary of the employer or any corporation of which the
employer is a subsidiary … and whose duties constitute a significant part of the duties of one
employee or would constitute a significant part of the duties of one employee if they were
performed by only one employee.31


The Act empowers the Office for the Commissioner for Lobbying to issue ‘advisory
opinions and interpretation bulletins with respect to enforcement, interpretation or
application’ and in doing so the Office of the Commissioner for Lobbying has stated
the ‘significant part’ threshold is 20% or more of overall duties.32



The Act provides exemptions to what might be considered a ‘lobbying activity’
including:




requests for information

time spent in respect to briefings to parliamentary committees

submissions made to public office holders with respect to the application,
interpretation or enforcement of existing federal legislation,33 or

ordinary interaction with government inspectors and regulatory authorities.34
Registered lobbyists in Canada are required to disclose on the register ‘subject
matters, including specific legislative proposal, bill or resolution, regulation, policy,
programme, grant, contribution, other financial benefit or contract sought’.35



Breaches of the Act carry significant penalties. Alleged breaches of the code of
conduct are investigated by the registrar of lobbyists, who has the power to
subpoena persons and documents, and the registrar may report breaches of the code
to parliament.36



Former designated public officers are prohibited from carrying out lobbying activities
for five years.37

Ireland


Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015 applies.



Established the Office of Lobbying Regulation within the Standards of Public Office
Commission.



Applies to both consultant and in-house lobbyists.



Breaches of the Act have administrative and criminal penalties of a fine and a
potential term of imprisonment of up to two years.
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The Act gives clear rules on what lobbyists must disclose on the register. Lobbyists
are to provide ‘the subject matter of those communications and the results they
were intended to secure’38 and the ‘type and extent of the lobbying activities carried
on’.39



In practice, this results in a register that provides relatively comprehensive and
practical disclosure. A recent example published on 22 October 2021 reflects a
meeting where the lobbyist and the lobbied discussed ‘industrial strategy, taxation
measures to foster the development of longstanding family businesses, all-island
economy, views on the Special Assignee Relief Programme, rural regeneration and
how rising childcare costs are impacting employers’.40



The register has a search engine and one can search by:




date

relevant matter, including a drop-down box of possible items

public policy area, including an extensive drop-down menu of many public
policy areas

the lobbying organisation, and

designated public official.
The register also includes detailed statistics of returns filed by relevant matter, by
public policy area, by public body and by lobbying organisation.

Scotland


Governed by the Lobbying (Scotland) Act 2016.



Scope of the regulation covers paid lobbyists including both third-part and in-house
lobbyists.



Requires considerable detail to be entered into the tegister including: the registrant’s
identity and registration status; the date of the lobbying activity; the name and role
of the person lobbied; the name of the individual who carried out the
communication; and information about the lobbying activity and the purpose of
lobbying.
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6.

Discussion points in developing a lobbying code of
conduct and registration system
Lobbying activities

The current Tasmanian Lobbying Code of Conduct defines ‘lobbying activities’ as:
… communications with a Government representative in an effort to influence Government
decision-making including the making or amendment of legislation, the development or
amendment of a Government policy or program, the awarding of Government contract or
grant or the allocation of funding …
‘Communications’ is defined in the Code of Conduct as including ‘oral, written and electronic
communications’.

What activities, if any, should be exempt from the definition?
The definition of lobbying should not be so constraining that it prevents a constituent from emailing
their local member or talking to them in a chance meeting in the supermarket. ‘Lobbying activities’
may include all forms of communications by a member of the community seeking to influence the
decisions of public officers, therefore exemptions are required so as to not to hinder or restrain
community members from contacting public officers.
The exempted activities in the Tasmanian Lobbying Code of Conduct involve communications that
occur: during the normal functioning of government operations (for example, communications with a
committee of the parliament or requests for a tender); in the form of petitions or grassroots
campaigns; in the public domain (for example, statements made in a public forum).
The NSW Lobbyists’ Code of Conduct excludes from the definition members of parliament or
government officials acting in the ordinary course of their duties or constituents seeking electorate
advice or assistance from a member.
The Western Australian Integrity (Lobbyists) Act 2016 excludes:
… communicating about a personal matter on behalf of – (i) the person making the
communication; or (ii) a friend of relative of that person. A ‘personal matter’ is defined as ‘a
matter that relates only to a person’s personal, family or household affairs and is not
related to any business or personal activity.41
The Queensland Integrity Act 2009 excludes:
… incidental meetings beyond the control of a government representative or Opposition
representative; Example – A Minister or the Leader of the Opposition speaks at a conference
and has an unscheduled discussion with a lobbyist who is a conference participant.42
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The Irish Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015 provides an extensive list of exempted communications.
Some of the more relevant exemptions include communications:


occurring in the normal functioning of government operations



about personal, family or household matters



which are already transparent by nature (for example, public forums), or



involving incidental meetings or constituents seeking advice or assistance from their
local member.

Should the definition focus on activities that only involve potential change?
The Tasmanian definition of ‘lobbying activities’ may be interpreted to only include change in the
sense of ‘making, developing, amending or awarding’ policy, legislation, a contract or funding.
However, the issue being lobbied may be for retention of the status quo, or for a desired outcome
that doesn’t involve a change to the existing policy or legislation.

Should the definition include a need for communications to be intended to ‘influence’?
The current definition is limited to communications that are made in an effort to ‘influence’
Government decision-making. This introduces a subjective notion of ‘intent’ and may make the
nature of communications ambiguous as to whether they are covered. A lobbyist may claim they are
simply providing information for consideration and not intending to be influential.
Canada reformed its lobbying act in 2003 to change its definition of lobbying to include
communications ‘in respect of’ government decisions.43 The Act was amended four times (1995,
1996, 2003, 2004) before being relaunched in 2006. These amendments and changes were in
response to pressure for more transparency and accountability.
Subject to exemptions, the Irish Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015 uses broad language in the
definition of ‘lobbying activities’ as including ‘any relevant communications’.44
The Lobbying (Scotland) Act 2016 prescribes that a person engages in regulated lobbying if a
communication ‘is made in relation to Government or Parliamentary functions’.45
The NSW Code of Conduct definition of lobbying also does not include a need for communication to
‘influence’, but rather be ‘for the purpose of representing the interests of others …’.46

Should registerable lobbying activity be triggered by one communication only?
The USA registration system sets a requirement for lobbying activities to only be triggered on more
than one contact with a public official. That is, there would need to be a second contact or at least an
expectation of a second contact.
The Irish Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015 assumes that lobbying can be performed by anyone,
irrespective of duration or the number of communications.47
There is an argument that persuasive lobbying efforts may only involve one contact. For example, the
CEO of a bank, in the middle of the financial crisis, lobbies a minister of finance, only once to
convince them to earmark funds for a bank’s recapitalisation (as happened in Europe in the 2000s).48
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It is questionable whether the definition of lobbying activities should include a quantitative test or
rely on the qualitative nature of the communications.

What sort of contacts/communications or other actions should be included?
The Tasmanian Code of Conduct defines communication as oral, written and electronic
communications.
The United States Lobbying Disclosure Act 1995 goes further than only contact and includes:
… efforts in support of such contacts, including preparation and planning activities, research
and other background work that is intended, at the time it is performed, for use in contacts,
and coordination with the lobbying activities of others.49
Should preparation and planning activities necessitate registration rather than communication being
the sole trigger for registration?

Lobbyists
The Tasmanian Lobbying Code of Conduct defines lobbyists as:
… any person, company or organisation who conducts lobbying activities on behalf of a third
party client or whose employees conduct lobbying activities on behalf of a third party client.

Should the term ‘lobbyist’ be defined in the IC Act or other legislation?
The IC Act focuses on ‘persons conducting lobbying activities’; the Act does not define ‘lobbyist’. On
this basis, there is inconsistency between the Tasmanian code and the Act. It may be assumed that
any person or entity that conducts ‘lobbying activities’ is a ‘lobbyist’ and would be subject to the
regulatory system; however a new code should be consistent with the IC Act.
Using a definition of ‘persons conducting lobbying activities’ could potentially include professional
lobbyists, in-house corporations, law firms, NGOs, professional associations, think tanks, religious
groups, charities and others.
The Irish Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015 includes persons ‘carrying on lobbying activities’ and does
not define ‘lobbyists’.
The other Australian states and the Commonwealth all include a definition of ‘lobbyist’ as well as a
definition of ‘lobbying activity’; that is, lobbyists will be those persons conducting ‘lobbying
activities’. This approach would resolve the existing inconsistency in Tasmania.

Should the regulatory system include only third-party lobbyists or be extended to include
in-house and other lobbyists?
The most significant and widely expressed criticism of Australian regulation systems is that they fail
to apply to in-house lobbyists. A former NSW opposition leader and now lobbyist claimed that a
failure to capture in-house lobbyists meant that much of the related activity ‘is unregulated and
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invisible and constitutes the vast majority of ministerial diaries and appointments and is where 95%
of lobbying happens’.50
In Tasmania, only lobbyists acting on behalf of third-party clients are included in the Code of
Conduct.
The code of conduct and registration systems of the Commonwealth and all other Australian states
only relate to third-party lobbyists, except for NSW which includes in-house lobbyists (in its code of
conduct but not its registration system).
It is apparent in other jurisdictions that a significant portion of persons conducting lobbying activities
are in-house lobbyists and do not act for third-party clients. It has been estimated that the
Queensland regime, which only covers third-party lobbyists, covers only around 20% of corporate
lobbying. A former Queensland integrity commissioner recommended that, ‘If we are going to
regulate lobbying, we regulate all of lobbying’.51
It has been reported that regulation of lobbying is constrained when lobbyists strategically
restructure their businesses to offer ‘consultancy services’ rather than direct lobbying, meaning they
no longer fell within the statutory definition.52
A report of the Integrity Summit 2021 facilitated by the Queensland Crime and Corruption
Commission indicated ‘concerns were also raised about ‘soft corruption’ being a real weakness, for
example, the lack of transparency around in-house lobbying’.53
It has been noted that:
… when BHP or one of the major banks or Qantas wants to influence a government decision
they don’t rely primarily on a third-party lobbyists (though they may have one). Rather they
use their in-house government relations staff to back direct contact by their CEO or
chairman of the board with the Prime Minister, the Treasurer or relevant senior minister.54
The restrictive coverage to only third-party lobbyists may constitute unfair treatment for third-party
lobbyists as there is no justifiable basis for distinguishing their direct lobbying activities from those of
other ‘repeat players’ (for example, in-house lobbyists).55
Academics, and ICAC NSW, have presented arguments to include in-house lobbyists:
Professional in-house employees who routinely lobby government do not face the same
registration obligations as third-party lobbyists. There is no principled basis for their
exclusion from this obligation.56
ICAC NSW has recommended:
The existing register for third-party lobbyists is of limited value and should be expanded in
scope to include in-house organisations, with limited exemptions. This requires developing a
definition of ‘lobbyist’ that is more expansive than currently exists.57
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Should non-profit organisations that are constituted to represent the interests of their
members be included?
The Tasmanian Code of Conduct is similar to other state codes in that it exempts ‘non-profit
associations or organisations constituted to represent their members that are not endorsed as
deductible gift recipients’.58
It has been suggested that this provision excludes ‘extraordinarily active’ and well-resourced
lobbyists, such as the Business Council of Australia, the Minerals Council of Australia, the Australian
Petroleum Production and Exploration Association, the Australian Bankers Association, the Property
Council of Australia, Medicines Australia, the Pharmacy Guild of Australia, the Australian Medical
Association, and the Australian Council of Trade Unions, together with organisations representing
some religions.59
Two of the most influential not-for-profit peak bodies are Clubs Australia and the Australian Hotels
Association. The two organisations have disclosed approximately $16 million in political contributions
between 1998–99 and 2019–20.60 A former Court of Appeals judge and now chair for the Centre of
Public Integrity, has stated:
Generous donations are the backbone of a ‘tremendous lobbying exercise’ that has allowed
the industry to amass enormous power. They know they’ll get a call when they make a
phone call. They know they’ll get an audience when they want one.61
Monash University Associate Professor Charles Livingstone has said of Clubs NSW:
In 2010, ’12 and ’13 they worked out very easily how to intimidate politicians … and how to
make sure they’ve got the best political connections in the country. Dollar for dollar, they’re
the most persuasive political operators in the country.62
Yet in NSW they are exempted from registering as a lobbyist.
Most not-for-profit peak organisations do not disclose details of their lobbying operations, but a
recent annual report of the Property Council revealed it had spent more than $8 million on
advocacy.63
The annual budget for lobbying by all peak groups has been estimated to be up to $700 million.64
The lobbying regulation system in Ireland includes mandatory registration for all lobbyists including
in-house corporate, NGOs, professional associations, religious groups, think tanks and charities. A
perusal of the Irish online register shows statistics and returns lodged by a large number of nonprofit organisations including The Irish Farmers’ Association, Irish Cancer Society, British Irish
Chamber of Commerce, and Irish Congress of Trade Unions.

Is receiving payment or setting an expenditure limit an appropriate test for a lobbyist to be
included?
The Commonwealth and the Australian states effectively include only paid or professional lobbyists
as their definitions require the lobbyist to be acting on behalf of third-party clients.
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The Lobbying (Scotland) Act 2016 exempts persons or entities from registering or making returns to
the register if their communications are not in return for payment.65
The United States Lobbying Disclosure Act 1995 requires commercial (third-party lobbyists) to
register if they anticipate being paid more than $5000 over six months, and in-house lobbyists to
register if they expect to spend more than $20,000 over the same period.66
An argument for setting payment as a criterion for registration is that ‘forcing some unpaid lobbyists
to register could detrimentally affect civic engagement by imposing procedural burdens on ordinary
conversations between public officials and private constituents’.67 Presumably, this may be
accommodated by simply making an appropriate exemption to the definition of lobbying activities
rather than setting payment or otherwise as the criteria.
Using payment as the defining characteristic may, however, exclude organisations that may conduct
significant lobbying activities voluntarily.
The Irish Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015 assumes that lobbying can be performed by anyone,
irrespective of duration, encompassing paid lobbyists and volunteers, in-house lobbyists and
representational groups such as trade unions.

If in-house lobbyists are to be included, should a percentage of time spent lobbying be an
appropriate test?
The Canadian model has three classes of lobbyist:


consultant lobbyists



organisations with in-house lobbyists, and



corporations with in-house lobbyists.

The Canadian Lobbying Act 1985 effectively uses a 20% threshold as a means of determining which
lobbyists fall within the in-house classification. That is, whether lobbying consists of 20% or more of
the overall duties of an employee of a corporation or organisation.68
The 20% rule was developed in ‘the early days of Canadian lobbying law, when policymakers worried
that the burden of registration on businesses and organisations that lobbied only occasionally might
outweigh the transparency benefit’.69 However, it is now argued that the transparency benefit of
having all lobbyists register is great and given advances in technology the burden on filers is
modest.70
There are concerns about the clarity of the law in the 20% rule in Canada. One critic observed:
… a company with 19 employees spending one per cent of their time on lobbying, would not
have to register. However, if one of those same 19 employees were to spend 2 per cent of
their time on lobbying, the company would fall within the 20 per cent threshold.71
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Another criticism of the threshold in Canada is that nothing is preventing an in-house lobbyist from
simply lying about the amount of time they are lobbying to not have to register. Nor does lobbying
less than 20% of one’s job mean they are not effective lobbyists: it may only take a simple 10-minute
phone call to exert huge influence.72
Calculating the amount of time staff spend on lobbying would be a difficult task (both for the lobbyist
and the regulator). It has been noted ‘… such thresholds are difficult to verify or falsify and may
constitute loopholes that regulators can do nothing about’.73

If in-house lobbyists are to be included should the number of employees in an entity be
used as a qualification test?
The Irish Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015 uses an employment-based criteria for the inclusion of inhouse lobbyists. In summary, lobbyists include:


persons/entities that make communications in return for payment (that is, thirdparty lobbyists)



persons/entities that make communications and have more than 10 full-time
employees



member-based entities with at least one full-time employee making communications
on behalf of members



issue-based entities that have at least one full-time employee making
communications in furtherance of those issues, and



any person making any relevant communications about the development or zoning
of land.

The Irish model appears to consider full-time employment as opposed to full-time equivalent
employment or contracting lieu of employment. Other unrelated Acts in Australia such as the Fair
Work Act 2009 use employment numbers as a basis for distinguishing whether certain laws are to
apply.74
In Scotland, the regulatory model only includes paid lobbyists but these can be paid consultants
acting for other parties, or organisations using in-house lobbyists such as employees, directors,
office-holders, partners or other members of an organisation. It exempts small organisations who
have fewer than 10 full-time equivalent employees.75
The employment tests in the Irish and Scottish systems work to exclude individuals and small
voluntary groups from the regulatory system.

The lobbied (public officers)
The IC Act gives power to the Commission to establish a code of conduct and registration system to
regulate contact between lobbyists and ‘certain public officers’, however the Act does not define
‘certain public officers’.
The Tasmanian Lobbying Code of Conduct relates to lobbying of ‘government representatives’. The
code defines ‘government representative’ as
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a Minister, a Parliamentary Secretary, a Member of Parliament of the political party (or
parties) that constitute the Executive Government of the day, a person employed as a
Ministerial adviser, or a Head of Agency appointed under the State Service Act 2000.
The Commonwealth and the states all include ministers and parliamentary secretaries as public
officers or government representatives for the purposes of lobbying regulation. Beyond that, there is
considerable divergence as to which public officers are included.

Should all members of parliament be included?
Queensland is the only jurisdiction in Australia that includes the opposition in its lobbying regulatory
regime and then only the leader of the opposition, the deputy leader of the opposition or a staff
member in the office of the leader of the opposition.
The Canadian Lobbying Act 1985 includes all members of the senate or House of Commons and any
person on the staff of such a member.76 Similarly, the USA Lobbying Disclosure Act 1995 includes
members of congress and elected officers of either the House of Representative or congress and
employees of members of congress and leadership staff of the House of Representatives.77

Should all state service employees be included or only those that are most senior?
The Commonwealth and all Australian states, except Tasmania, define ‘government representative’
as including persons employed, contracted or engaged in the public service. Other than ministerial
advisers, the only public officers included in the Tasmanian code are heads of agencies.
Ireland’s lobbying law includes ‘public servants of a prescribed description’. These include heads and
senior staff of government departments and entities, and other specific positions.
Scotland’s lobbying law includes senior public officers such as Scottish Government special advisers
and Scottish Government permanent secretaries, in addition to parliamentarians and ministers.78 In
Canada, the public office holders include members of the armed forces and Royal Canadian Mounted
Police.79
Lobbyists may explicitly target and meet with ministerial advisers and public servants who are ‘logical
targets for lobbyists, as they often have great power and influence in decision-making and
policymaking due to their privileged positions within the Westminster advisory system’.80
It has been suggested that
there is strong justification to require disclosure of lobbying interactions between ministerial
advisers and public servants who are senior, as well as those who provide significant public
policy advice or make significant decisions. There may be less justification, however, to
subject more junior public servants and ministerial advisers to extensive disclosure
requirements, as they would not be targets for lobbyists.81
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Standards of conduct
What standards of behaviour or conduct should be included in a lobbying code of conduct?
The OECD has published ‘The 10 Principles for Transparency and Integrity in Lobbying’. Principle 8
states: ‘Lobbyists should comply with standards of professionalism and transparency; they share
responsibility for fostering a culture of transparency and integrity in lobbying’.82
Standards for lobbyists are usually expressed in a code of conduct. Typically, codes of conduct
require lobbyists to:


act in a manner consistent with the duty of public officers to serve the public interest



act with honesty and integrity



be open and frank about their lobbying activities



observe the highest professional and ethical standards



disclose the identity of their client to a public officer as well as the reasons for their
approach



provide accurate information



disclose to their clients their obligations as a lobbyist



use information received from a public officer in a manner consistent with the
purpose in which it is shared, and



not create conflicts of interest, either for themselves or public officers.83

The Tasmanian Lobbying Code of Conduct provides for standards of behaviour for lobbyists when
engaging with government representatives.84
An analysis of the Queensland code shows the language imposing standards on lobbyists is broader
than the standards imposed by the Tasmanian code; it also includes more standards. Obligations in
the Queensland code that are not included in the Tasmanian code include to:


act in good faith and avoid conduct likely to bring discredit upon themselves,
government representatives, their employer or client



correct any inaccurate information and not let a public official rely on inaccurate
information



indicate to their client their obligations under legislation and Lobbyists Code of
Conduct



not divulge confidential information



not represent conflicting or competing interests without the informed consent of
those whose interests are involved



inform public officers of any conflict of interest



not place public officers in a conflict of interest by proposing or undertaking any
action that would constitute an improper influence on them, and



inform public officers of the policies on restricting gifts by officials.
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Should a lobbying code of conduct include standards of conduct for both lobbyists and the
lobbied?
Generally, Australian and international codes of conduct focus on regulating standards of conduct for
lobbyists rather than the lobbied. The Tasmanian code does not provide reciprocal standards for
government representatives. The code does, however, impose a duty on government representatives
to not be part of lobbying activities with an unregistered lobbyist.85
The South Australian Lobbying Code of Conduct includes ‘Obligations under the Code for
Government Representatives’. The Code provides explicit instructions to government representatives
as to how to interact with both lobbyists and also persons who are unregistered but purporting to
conduct lobbying activities:
The principal obligations affecting government representatives under the Code relate to the
manner in which they interact with lobbyists when a lobbyist makes conduct for purpose of
conducting lobbying activities.86
Ministers, members of parliament and public officers are likely to be subject to general obligations
under other workplace codes of conduct providing standards of conduct regarding honesty, fairness
and diligence in decision-making, avoidance and handling of conflicts of interest, non-acceptance of
gifts and benefits, accountability in reporting inappropriate conduct, and proper use of information
gained in public office. Whether those codes are sufficiently particularised in respect of the practice
of lobbying will likely need to be considered. This ties into considerations of whether the lobbied
should have reporting or disclosure obligations alongside lobbyists.

Disclosures
What information should be disclosed on an online register?
Generally, the lobbying registers in Australia act as little more than a directory of third-party
lobbyists and who they act for.
Currently, the Tasmanian code and register require third-party lobbyists to provide only one out of
the three of the OECD’s core disclosures. It enables the identification of the interests represented
(the client) but does not show the object of the lobbying activity or the government institutions
being lobbied.87
Other than the Queensland register, the Commonwealth and state registers do not provide any
information on the public officers that have been lobbied, when that lobbying occurred or the
purpose or substance of the lobbying activity. The South Australian register does require lobbyists to
declare ‘the name of each public official who was lobbied by the registered person in the preceding
year’.88
The online registers of Ireland and Scotland are excellent examples of comprehensive transparency in
showing the purpose of lobbying activity and the government institutions being lobbied. Disclosures
made in Ireland make clear which public officer was being lobbied, when they were being lobbied,
the method of contact, and the purpose and substance of the contact.
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The register in Scotland provides ‘detailed information about each lobbying contact with government
officials, including precisely who they met, the subject matter, which legislation they were lobbying
about, and what they were hoping to achieve with the meeting’.89
The design of an online register and requirement for disclosures is likely to be influential. When it
comes to form-filling, people will likely take the path of least effort where available. For example, the
Queensland Integrity Commission simply allows lobbyists to select from a drop-down menu of topics,
including ‘Other’.
In contrast, the Irish lobbying website, in respect of ‘intended result of lobbying’, states:
Make sure that the intended result you include in your return is a meaningful one, and
identifies what it is you are actually seeking. Is it more funding? A regulatory change? It is
not sufficient to say that you are seeking "to raise matters of interest to our organisation".
To be a “relevant matter” that must be reported, it must be that you are seeking to
communicate about:
-

the development, initiation or modification of any public policy, programme or
legislation,
the award of any public funding (grants, bursaries, contracts etc.), or
zoning or development.

You must identify what it is you are seeking, for example “Seeking a change to transport
regulations” or “Demonstrating the benefits of our community program in order to seek
continued/additional funding”.
An option could be to require the register of meetings to be completed by the lobbied rather than
lobbyists, that is, by the relevant government representative. This enables compliance to be included
as a duty of employment and is better able to be regulated; though such a system would create more
work for public officers.

Should public officers disclose diaries or other information disclosing communications with
lobbyists?
It has been said that releasing a summary of ministerial diaries ‘helps build trust and confidence in
government. There is a public interest in the meetings held by ministers and proactively releasing the
summary information promotes accountability’.90
In Australia, only Queensland and NSW require ministers or other public officers to publish their
diaries inclusive of the subject matter of the meetings. The ACT requires ministers to publish diaries;
however, a perusal of the online publication shows when and who a minister met with, but not the
subject matter of the meeting.91
In Queensland and NSW, the publication of ministerial diaries is required to release information
about the name of the organisation or person the minister has met with and the purpose of the
meeting. In reality, the quality of disclosures in Queensland is said to be poor, with virtually no
disclosures on the purpose or subject matter of the meeting with entries such as ‘meeting’ under the
section designated ‘Purpose of meeting’. Similarly, in NSW, ministers provide ‘minimal to nonexistent information about the purpose of the lobbying contact’.92
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The publication of diaries in Queensland and NSW is only in respect of ministerial diaries. Ministerial
advisers, parliamentary secretaries and senior public officers may have influential meetings with
lobbyists yet they are not required to disclose any record of communications occurring much less the
subject matter of such communications.
In New Zealand, ministers release a summary of information from ministerial diaries of their internal
and external meetings. The summary lists date, time (start and finish), location, a brief description,
who the meeting was with, and the portfolio.93 The release happens outside of a lobbying regulation
system.
If both the lobbied (in the form of diary disclosures) and lobbyists (in the form of returns made to a
register) mutually disclosed the time, date, parties present and subject matter and purpose of a
communication these details could be crosschecked by each party to ensure authenticity. The
operational aspects of the registers in Ireland and Scotland are designed to inform the lobbied official
once an entry to the register has been made. In Scotland, a link is sent for cross-checking purposes to
the public officials in question. The accuracy of the information can then be challenged, and, if
necessary, corrected.

If lobbyists and the lobbied are to make disclosures how frequently should this happen?
Currently in Tasmania registered lobbyists are to disclose a change of details within ten days of the
change occurring and to confirm details on an annual basis. This provides a regulatory onus on the
lobbyist to ensure details are up to date; however, given the details required to be provided are
scant this has negligible utility.
The quality of disclosure is arguably more important than the quantity. Whilst Queensland requires
third-party lobbyists to detail every lobbying contact monthly, including the purpose of the contact,
the actual detail provided is limited. By comparison, in Ireland a registered lobbyist must file a return
every four months, in Scotland every six months (however the detail provided is expansive).
There is merit in not imposing on lobbyists the burden of repetitive filing of disclosures that do not
satisfy the goal of making communications transparent. That is, relatively infrequent disclosures that
provide meaningful content may be preferable.
Queensland requires lobbyists to file onto the Integrity Commissioner’s website, no later than 15
days after the end of every month, a report of every lobbying contact, including the name of the
lobbyists, whether there has been compliance with the code of conduct, the date of the lobbying
contact, the client of the lobbyist, the title or name of the government or opposition representative
and the purpose of the contact (following a drop-down menu).94 The drop-down menu doesn’t,
however, provide significant detail and an analysis of the Register entries shows commonly
‘Commercial-in-confidence’ or ‘Other’ is the option selected.
Ireland and Scotland use an online designated form that focuses on the subject matter of the
lobbying communications. The registers and returns are based on ‘entries’ as opposed to ‘entities’.
The entries made to the Irish register by lobbyists provide specific details of the subject matter of the
communication and intended results. Lobbyists don’t need to file a separate return for every
communication rather they are to amalgamate all communications (for example, phone call, email,
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meetings) into the same return where they relate to the same subject matter.95 This avoids technical
or burdensome detailing of what was discussed in each individual communication.
The registers in Ireland and Scotland provide an opportunity or platform for lobbyists to positively
explain the virtue of the subject matter about which they are lobbying. The registers not only provide
transparency but provides the lobbyists with an additional mechanism to persuade the public as well
as decision-makers.96 The corollary of this is that positive and beneficial projects and causes are
brought to the attention of the community.
The Canadian lobbying register requires disclosure of the subject matter, including the policy or
legislative proposal sought. Lobbyists have to re-register every six months. They are required to
disclose information on meetings in monthly communications reports, which state the date of the
communication, the public office holder present and the subject matter. The information in these
reports may have to be verified by the public officer concerned.97
The USA registration form requires details of the policy issues that will be the subject of the lobbying
activity and a separate form must be filed every six months specifying precisely which policy issues
and legislation the lobbyist worked on, as well as setting out which congressional chamber and/or
executive agencies were lobbied.98

Enforcement
Does Tasmania need specific legislation to enable enforcement measures?
Those jurisdictions, both domestically and internationally, that provide reasonably significant
penalties for conducting lobbying activities while unregistered or in breach of relevant laws and
codes of conduct, or making misleading or false statements in relation to registration, all have
specific laws for enforcement.
Tasmania’s regulatory system currently operates by way of ‘soft law’, relying on management
through a code of conduct. While a code may go so far as to set out criteria for registration or deregistration of a lobbyist, it is unlikely to contain more onerous penalties. Breaking the rules set by a
code of conduct is different to breaking the law.
In 2018 it was reported that oversight agencies such as the integrity commissions or public service
commissions are constrained by ‘weak, vague or narrowly constrained lobbying laws. Most have next
to no power to investigate or punish unethical lobbying’.99
In Tasmania, the only sanction for a lobbyist is removal from the Register. Other sanctions are
available for public officers who are subject to lobbying, through a possible breach of their workplace
code of conduct and/or the Lobbying Code of Conduct. While the Commission has the function to
maintain a registration system and code of conduct, it is questionable whether further sanctions for
breaches can be incorporated into the Code of Conduct without specific enabling legislation.

What, if any, sanctions should be included as part of lobbying regulatory system?
In considering the Irish Regulation of Lobbying Act, it was observed that
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all regulators need teeth and for lobbying regulation to work there needs to be strict
enforcement of the penalty clauses entailed in the Act … There is no point in having a
regulator unless they have the resources to bring to book those who either ignore the Act, or
wilfully disobey it. Thus the range of penalties must be of such a magnitude as to persuade
lobbyists not to risk breaking the law. This is the case with the Act, which has administrative
and criminal penalties of a fine and potential term of imprisonment of up to two years.100
It was noted the penalties are similar in nature to the penalties used in other democracies and are a
vital part of signalling the intent of the government to take the regulation of lobbying seriously.
However, it has also been made clear that, while the Act has to have penalties, it is more
advantageous to have lobbyists comply with the legislation through advocacy and education rather
than penalties.101
Penalties domestically and internationally include:


In the USA, a lobbyist who knowingly or wilfully fails to make full disclosure can be
imprisoned for up to five years.102



In Canada, failing to register or renew registration, or giving false or misleading
information, is a fine of up to CAD$200,000 or imprisonment ranging from six months
to two years.103



The Queensland Integrity Act 2009 gives the Integrity Commissioner some scope for
administering sanctions beyond simply deregistration, including issuing a warning or
suspension.104



The South Australian Lobbying Act 2015 provides for large fines: $150,000 for
corporations, $30,000 for individuals or up to two years’ imprisonment for
unregistered lobbying.105



The Western Australian Integrity (Lobbyists) Act 2016 provides for a fine of $10,000
for unregistered lobbying.106

The Australian states that have specific detailed laws relating to lobbying activities provide for some
enforcement mechanisms. Despite this, it has been reported that not a single lobbyist has been
punished for breaching rules or law in the past five years federally, or in Victoria, Western Australia,
Queensland or South Australia.107 In 2018, the Commonwealth Auditor-General found that the
Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, which oversaw the federal Lobbyists Register at the time,
had not suspended or removed the registration of a single lobbyist since 2013, despite identifying 11
possible breaches.108
New South Wales has been the most effective state in enforcing its code of conduct and lobbying
laws. In 2017–18 it took 54 enforcement actions, including placing lobbyists on a watch list, issuing
formal warnings or suspending or cancelling registrations.
New South Wales also publishes an online Lobbying Watch List which is maintained pursuant to the
Lobbying of Government Officials Act 2011.109 The list identifies any third-party or other lobbyists
who has breached the Act or code in the past. The Premier’s Memorandum on the Code provides
that the lobbying activities of entities on the list are to be subject to strict meeting protocols; that is,
having two NSW government officials present during any communication with the lobbyist.110
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In Tasmania, like the Commonwealth (other than lobbyists acting for foreign nationals) and Victoria,
a lobbyist that breaches the current code of conduct may only be subject to deregistration. There are
no penalties for unregistered lobbyists attempting to lobby public officers.

‘Revolving door’ bans
Are bans on public officers moving into lobbying roles appropriate?
Relationships matter in politics because they affect both the opportunity to influence and the
likelihood of influence. Hiring or employing people with the right connections is another way to ‘buy’
influence.111
The ‘revolving door’ from public officer to lobbyist can threaten the integrity of government in three
ways:


public officers may be influenced in official action by the implicit or explicit promise
of a lucrative job in the private sector with an entity seeking a government contract
and/or to shape public policy



public officials-turned lobbyists may have access to lawmakers that is not available to
others, access that can be sold to the highest bidder among industries seeking to
lobby, and



the special access and inside connections to sitting government officials by former
officials-turned-lobbyists comes at a hefty price tag, providing wealthy special
interests that can afford to hire such revolvers, with a powerful means to influence
government that is unavailable to the rest of the public.112

Former government officials make up a large and growing share of commercial lobbyists at the
federal level in Australia because lobbying firms that employ former government officials are more
successful at getting meetings with government.113
A study published in September 2019 examined the movement between government and lobbying
for the gambling, alcohol and food industries using the examples of NSW politicians moving to the
Australian Hotels Association and Federal politicians going on to work for Crown. The report found
revolving door appointments had the potential to influence political decisions and create an
imbalance in the policy influence between industry and public health advocates. That
imbalance posed a substantial risk to the development of effective public health policies.114
The revolving door creates ‘industry-friendly networks’ which can warp access to politicians. A
retired politician may have a ready-made set of relationships, nurtured over many years of being
colleagues with other MPs or working with senior bureaucrats, which can be leveraged on behalf of a
commercial client.115
The best lobbyists do not merely lobby a government contact: they lobby a former colleague or
sometimes a friend. This immediately creates a conflict of interest that cannot be overcome; we are
fundamentally biased toward those we like.116
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In addition, recently retired or resigned public officers may have trade, or other commercial or
sensitive, knowledge that would be inappropriate to disclose upon leaving public office.
In the USA, federally and in most Australian states, mandatory waiting periods exist before a public
official or employee may register as a lobbyist or engage in lobbying activities.117 Most OECD
countries, however, don’t restrict senior policymakers from moving into lobbying roles.118

What should the length of the ‘cooling-off’ period be before public officers can become
lobbyists?
The Canadian Lobbying Act 1985 provides for a five-year prohibition on designated public officers
from lobbying, although such public officers may apply to the Commissioner of Lobbying for an
exemption.119
In the USA, the length of cooling-off periods for individual states varies between 6 months to 2 years
(Florida will have a cooling-off period of six years from 31 December 2022).120 The Federal United
States cooling-off period is one year for the House of Representatives and two years for senators.121
The Irish Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015 provides for a one-year restriction on post-term
employment as a lobbyist.122
In Australia, the cooling-off periods range between 12 months (Tasmania and Western Australia) and
two years (Queensland and South Australia).
Several studies show a direct correlation between the extent of communications inside government
by a former official and the salary paid by clients and lobbying firms.123 The more those inside
connections fade, the less salary can be commanded.124 It follows that the longer the cooling-off
period the less likely the connected relationship with former colleagues will disproportionally
influence government decision-making. It is also less likely that the knowledge gained in the position
as a public official will be used improperly in the private sector.

How should cooling-off periods be mandated?
The current cooling-off period in Tasmania is governed by the Code of Conduct.125 It applies to
ministers, parliamentary secretaries and heads of agencies.
The cooling-off periods at the federal level and in other Australian states appear to be weakly
enforced and carry no real punishments. Federally, cooling-off restrictions for ministers exist in
ministerial standards, which carry the punishment of loss of ministerial duties if breached – that is,
there is no punishment for those who have already left office.126
The South Australian Lobbyist Act provides for cooling-off periods for certain public officers but the
only sanctions for non-compliance are loss of the entitlement to apply for registration or cancellation
of registration. Similarly, the Western Australian Integrity (Lobbyists) Act 2016 disqualifies certain
public officers from registering with a cooling-off period but does not provide any other sanction.
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Federally there is a long list of former MPs who have taken up lobbying positions in businesses within
the 18-month cooling-off period. The justification for doing so is that the positions are with peak
bodies such as Queensland Resources Council or Franchise Council Australia or with corporations
such as Consolidated Press Holdings and Citi (Financial Services) – these entities are not required to
register as lobbyists.127
Federally ministerial advisers and senior public servants are subject to a cooling-off period of
12 months. However, if a breach is reported and established, the sanction is merely deregistration.

Which public officers should be subject to cooling-off periods?
The Commonwealth, Victoria, Queensland and South Australia mandate cooling-off periods for
ministerial staff. Tasmania, NSW and Western Australia do not.
The Commonwealth, Victoria, Queensland, South Australia and Western Australia mandate coolingoff periods for senior executives in the public service. The only senior executives that are subject to a
cooling-off period in Tasmania are Heads of Agencies.
Ministerial advisers and senior public officers have great power and influence in decision-making and
policymaking due to their privileged positions within the Westminster Parliamentary system.128 Such
influence may provide a basis for extending the cooling-off period to include such persons.
In the USA, the Federal House of Representatives one-year cooling-off period applies to former
members and elected officers, personal staff of members, employees of a committee, and
employees on the leadership staff.
In Ireland, ‘designated public officials’ as defined include ministers and other MPs, certain public
servants, special advisers and members of local authorities.129

Success fees
Should receiving or paying success fees be prohibited?
A success fee, in relation to a lobbying activity, is defined in the Western Australian Integrity
(Lobbyists) Act 2016 as meaning
any commission, payment or other reward (whether pecuniary or otherwise) if the giving or
receiving of all or part of the commission, payment or reward depends, whether directly or
indirectly, on –
(a) the outcome of the lobbying activity; or
(b) the outcome of a matter about which the lobbying activity is undertaken.130
Other states use similar definitions.
Tasmania remains the only state to not prohibit the payment and/or receiving of success fees.
The purpose of prohibiting success fees is to remove an incentive for misconduct. There is a risk that
success fees could distort or bias public decision-making, or lead to a perception of such bias.131
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The ban on payment of a success fee is on the third-party client of a lobbyist and the ban on
receiving the success fee is on the lobbyist receiving such a fee.
Prohibition on success fees domestically and internationally include:


In Queensland, an entity that pays a success fee is liable to a fine of up to 200 penalty
units. A lobbyist who receives, or agrees to receive a success fee, may be penalised
the same amount.132



In South Australia, persons giving or receiving success fees are subject to a maximum
penalty of $150,000 for a body corporate or $30,000 or 2 years’ imprisonment for an
individual.133



In Western Australia, a provision of a contract that pays success fees is void and
unenforceable.134



Canada both prohibits lobbyists from receiving success fees and clients from paying
them.135 In 2010, a corporation had to repay the Ottawa government a $350,000
success fee that had been paid to a lobbying firm relating to a contract awarded for
producing a swine flu vaccine.136



In the USA, receiving success fees is banned ‘because they may induce lobbyists to
exert improper influence on public officials, in other words, inducing someone to act
on any basis other than the merits of the matter’.137

Other considerations
Does a lobbying regulatory system need to be consistent with wider policy and regulatory
frameworks?
Principle 3 of the OECD’s ‘10 Principles for Transparency and Integrity in Lobbying’ is that ‘rules and
guidelines should be consistent with the wider policy and regulatory frameworks’.138
The OECD states:
Countries should take into account how the regulatory and policy framework already in
place can support a culture of transparency and integrity in lobbying. This includes
stakeholder engagement through public consultation and participation, the right to petition
government, freedom of information legislation, rules on political parties and election
campaign financing, codes of conduct for public officials and lobbyists, mechanisms for
keeping regulatory and supervisory authorities accountable and effective provisions against
illicit influencing.139
Codes of conduct and laws regarding political donations and the receiving of gifts are linked to the
regulation of lobbying activities. It is widely acknowledged that political donations have the potential
to exert improper influence or to facilitate improper access.140
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Should a lobbying register utilise technical innovation to better fulfil its aims?
The NSW ICAC recommends:
A Lobbyist register should use technical innovation that enables a wider range of lobbying
activity to be captured and displayed online in a user friendly manner, without imposing
significant compliance burdens.141
The Irish and Scottish registers appear to be sophisticated and user-friendly, allowing lobbyists to
make returns electronically and for the public to easily search those returns. At any given point in
time, it is possible to track the development and level of interest in a policy area, legislative proposal,
particular organisation, and the frequency of meetings between any designated public official and
regulated lobbyist.142 The websites provide considerable assistance to lobbyists wishing to make a
return such as FAQs and common pitfalls.143
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